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DareDoll Sweets briefly stretches in the dressing room, with
the help of a hula hoop.

Inside the old, abandoned Magic Factory, she walks the maze
but succumbs to a shrewdly placed oil slick. Flat on her
back, her head thumps the cement as a Peeper appears with
two glowing balls in hand. They sway before her eyes and she
is transfixed, hypnotized....

PEEPER
That's right, Sweets: Watch the
bouncing balls! There's nothing you
can do. Your body is completely
vulnerable! You are my puppet!

The Peeper ties the balls around Sweets' wrist.

PEEPER
And now, you shall dance...for my
twisted pleasure!

She dances...sexily! The Peeper shortly interrupts.

PEEPER
I'll tell you what, Sweets. Let's
provide a nice end to tonight's
entertainment. You are suddenly
struck by the need to climb the
nearest high precipice and look
down, down, down....

Sweets staggers and lopes toward a ladder. She climbs it and
is soon swaying several feet from the hard, cold
floor--oblivious to the danger! The Peeper, unseen by us,
taunts her.

PEEPER
I've modified the frequency just
enough that you now know exactly
how much trouble you are in! Ha,
ha, ha. Step carefully, my dear. We
wouldn't want you to meet your doom
any time too soon. Or any time
sooner than we want. You are, after
all, our entertainment this
evening. Let's see if a former
Olympic gymnast like yourself can
still handle a balance beam....

Sweets sways to the beat and hits a stroke of good luck when
the charm bracelet keeping her captive slips from her wrist to
the floor, breaking. She shakes herself awake and realizes how
close she has come to a stupid accident.
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SWEETS
(voice-over)

Where am I? Oh my goodness! I've
gotta get down from here!

Sweets slowly and carefully makes her way back down the
ladder.

SWEETS
(voice-over)

I mean, you can drown in six inches
of water. I could very well have
killed myself up there!

Sweets attempts to call CrimeBase, but is cut short by the
Peeper, who chloroforms her from behind. She struggles in his
arms but soon slides to the floor, her mouth ajar.

The Peeper then ties her to the VertigoRound, with a blindfold
to ensure maximum effectiveness. He sets her spinning.

Sweets eventually burns one wrist free of its bond with the
help of her wristcomp. She unties herself and returns to
investigating the Factory. She sees the Peeper place a letter
in a mailbox and opens the box to see inside. A boxing glove
punches her in the face for a speedy knock-out.

Sweets wakes to find herself suspended by the wrists over a
pit containing some very ominous and efficient clock works.
The Peeper lowers her, slowly. Will she gum up the works or
find them a real grind? Only time will tell!
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